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Evaluating metaphor reification in tangible interfaces
Augusto Celentano1 · Emmanuel Dubois2
Abstract Metaphors are a powerful conceptual device to
reason about human actions. As such, they have been heavily
used in designing and describing human computer interac-
tion. Since they can address scripted text, verbal expression,
imaging, sound, and gestures, they can also be considered
in the design and analysis of multimodal interfaces. In this
paper we discuss the description and evaluation of the rela-
tions between metaphors and their implementation in human
computer interaction with a focus on tangible user interfaces
(TUIs), a form of multimodal interface. The objective of this
paper is to define how metaphors appear in a tangible context
in order to support their evaluation. Relying on matching enti-
ties and operations between the domain of interaction and the
domain of the digital application, we propose a conceptual
framework based on three components: a structured repre-
sentation of the mappings holding between the metaphor
source, the metaphor target, the interface and the digital sys-
tem; a conceptual model for describing metaphorical TUIs;
three relevant properties, coherence, coverage and compli-
ance, which define at what extent the implementation of a
metaphorical tangible interface matches the metaphor. The
conceptual framework is then validated and applied on a tan-
gible prototype in an educational application.
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1 Introduction
A metaphor is a figure of speech consisting in the expres-
sion of a concept of a target domain using another concept
in a different domain, called source domain, more familiar in
some context of discourse [14,49]. It is therefore a mapping
between two conceptual domains. An interaction metaphor
is a mapping between the conceptual domain that describes
the interaction, which is the metaphor source, and the appli-
cation domain in which a digital system is operated, which is
the metaphor target. The mapping relates concepts and oper-
ations between the two domains so that an interaction in the
metaphor source domain corresponds, in the target domain,
to the execution of the application and the reception of com-
putation results. Metaphors are thus means to understand how
an interface works based on a known domain, and help users
to learn concepts, operations and tasks of a digital application
by similitude or reference to concepts, operations and tasks
in a more familiar domain [10,11].
Metaphors are common in HCI since the development of
GUIs, the most notable example being the desktop metaphor,
introduced by Alan Kay in 1970s [44], which assimilates
the computer monitor to a desk with documents, files and
tools mimicking usual office operations: for example, a doc-
ument icon dragged over the basket causes the document
deletion, while a document icon dragged from one folder to
another causes the document to be moved from one direc-
tory to another. GUI metaphors, and interface metaphors
in general, have been discussed extensively in the litera-
ture [6,7,9,29,55].
Partial and inconsistent metaphors (like the so-called
mixed metaphors) have also been analyzed; they are widely
accepted in GUIs because they are in use long since and
have become a standard pattern of operations: for example,
in early Apple Macintosh GUI a disk icon dragged over a
basket caused the disk to be ejected, not erased, and a doc-
ument icon dragged from one folder to a different storage
device resulted in copying rather than moving the file, with-
out noticeable differences in the visual representation of the
operation. Visual cues have been added in more recent sys-
tems to distinguish such different behaviors: the basket icon
turns into an eject symbol for disks, while during copy the
file icon is marked by a small ‘+’ sign. This is a first example
of how metaphors relate to multimodality, since the actual
action is made evident by a visual feedback added to the
gesture.
The development of multimodal interaction is resulting
from the evolution of HCI model. Quoting Price and Jewitt
[65, p. 44] “multimodal approaches provide concepts, meth-
ods and a framework for the collection and analysis of
visual, aural, embodied, and spatial aspects of interaction
and environments, and the relationships between these”. The
latter aspects (spatial aspects and environments) have been
even more significant with the raise of new forms of com-
munications, new technologies and growing capabilities of
computer systems: advanced forms of HCI have been devel-
oped, including mixed and augmented reality, ubiquitous
systems and tangible interfaces. Their primary goal is to
combine the physical and digital worlds to better support
the user’s interaction with a system. Concretely, they pro-
mote and adopt a smooth integration of physical artifacts,
aptitudes and habits into the manipulation and perception of
digital concepts and features.
More formally, such interactive systems are implicitly
making use of different forms of feedback: kinesthetic feed-
back results from the grasping of physical object; visual
feedback is required to localize the physical artifact used
in addition to the visual feedback that may be provided by
the application itself; gestures are required to physically
act on elements of the environment. They are thus well
representing one advanced form of multimodal interaction.
More precisely, according to the complementarity, assign-
ment, redundancy, equivalence properties (CARE) defined
to characterize the combination of use of different modes in
multimodal interfaces [19], focusing on the user’s manipu-
lation of a TUI, a complementary use of different modalities
is required to locate the artifacts, manipulate them and feel
them. Multiple TUIs can of course be combined to offer also
assignment, redundancy and equivalence properties.
The advent of tangible user interfaces (TUIs) has made
metaphors even more popular but also difficult to evalu-
ate, due to the presence of an additional layer represented
by the physical interface which, in many cases, medi-
ate through a metaphor the functions assigned to interface
objects. Advanced interfaces based on gesture interaction in
pervasive environments share with TUIs a mixture of real
and virtual components, where metaphors can support users
shortening the interaction learning process.
The variety of metaphor types and their increasing use in
interactive digital applications has raised the issues of evalu-
ating them. Evaluation might concern several facets: the way
a metaphor is conceived or selected, to assess if it is suit-
able for the digital application; the degree of correspondence
between the concepts of the source domain and the imple-
mentation of the digital application interface; the ease of
use, naturalness, appropriateness, consistency, goodness; the
affordance of the interaction devices, and so on. Evaluation
often relies on an intuitive understanding of such properties
in the context of human experience, but formal and struc-
tured approaches have been proposed [1,2]. Indeed, a good
metaphor doesn’t imply an efficient interface, and viceversa,
but a good metaphor can help a user while a bad metaphor
could mislead him/her [59].
In this paper we discuss the description and the evalua-
tion of interaction metaphors with a focus on mixed reality
and more specifically on tangible interfaces. Our analysis
does not refer to the way a metaphor is designed or created;
rather, the goal of our work is to allow designers to evalu-
ate at what extent a tangible interface is a reification of the
metaphor [15], i.e., (1) how the elements of the interface
reflect the concepts of the source metaphor domain and (2)
at what extent the implementation of a (metaphorical) inter-
face matches the metaphor: assuming the metaphor is well
chosen, is it implemented consistently? Does it cover the
span of the source domain in terms of concepts, interaction
objects, functions, actions, etc? Are the interface objects (i.e.,
the physical interaction devices) apt in terms of their affor-
dances?
To this end, we propose a conceptual framework based on
three components:
• a structured representation of the mappings holding
between the metaphor source, the metaphor target, the
interface and the digital system;
• a conceptual model for describing TUI metaphors, defin-
ing the components, structure and role of tangible
interface elements and their relations with the digital
application;
• three relevant properties that help designers to evaluate
the quality of a metaphor reification in a tangible sys-
tem with respect to the system components and to the
metaphor definition.
The paper is organized as follows: in Sects. 2 and 3 we
review the relevant literature related to TUIs and to the study
of metaphors in language and Human Computer Interaction,
identifying the concepts of TUI and the relations between
the source and target of a metaphor, that are preponderant
for describing and understanding a TUI metaphor. Section4
formulates the problem and introduces a simple case study to
highlight the need of a more structured approach for assess-
ing metaphors in TUIs. In Sects. 5 and 6 we elaborate a
conceptual framework to support the description and evalu-
ation of metaphor reification in a tangible interface: Sect. 5
introduces a conceptual model for describing the mapping
of a metaphor to an application interface, while in Sect. 6
the conceptual framework is enriched with the concepts of
coherence, coverage and compliance that provide support
for evaluating the mapping. In Sect. 7 we use this conceptual
framework to discuss a more articulated case study evaluating
the quality and potential of the involved metaphor implemen-
tation. We draw the concluding remarks in Sect. 8.
2 Tangible user interfaces
In order to provide a support for the analysis of metaphors in
TUIs we first briefly present the domain and its evolutions.
We then focus on the key characteristics of TUIs which a
designer has to adjust depending on the goal and context
of use. In our context these characteristics are a potential
leverage to consider when implementing a metaphor in a
TUI and will ground the remainder of the contribution.
Tangible user interfaces are interfaces in which users inter-
act with a digital system through the manipulation of physical
objects [37,72]. Appropriate devices, like sensors and actua-
tors which build up the TUI implementation, interpret events
occurring in the physical layer, translate these events into the
digital domain and report to the users the results of the com-
putations through a physical layer. Initially, due to the need of
a more natural approach offered to user interaction, they have
been studied as vehicles for children education in the context
of learning by doing [57,60,70]. Their potential to support
complex operations without specific computing skills stim-
ulated their use to meet the requirements of demanding and
constrained application domains such as surgery [50], air
traffic control [52] and military applications [56]. They are
now used in arts, knowledge transfer, communication, mar-
keting, etc. and have largely demonstrated their potential
benefits [67]. In the domain of TUIs models have been devel-
oped to describe such interactions and, although explicit
references to metaphors are not mentioned, these models
draw some parallels with real world properties and activi-
ties.
Hornecker and Buur [31] first highlight four major char-
acteristics useful to describe TUIs: materiality, physical
embodiment, embodied interaction, and place of the real
space. On this basis they proposed a framework identi-
fying different themes, perspectives to guide the analysis
and design of TUI. The first theme, Tangible Manipulation,
describes three main concepts relevant to the mapping of
material representations onto different TUI aspects: physi-
cal actions that can be performed, granularity of interaction
steps, and understandability of the links between physical
and associated digital concepts or data. Additional themes
refer to broader considerations such as embodiment in the
real space and representations significance. This framework
thus pinpoints generic properties of TUIs.
Reality-based interaction (RBI) [40] is an abstract model
describing TUIs according to four dimensions related to
real world properties that can be used to enhance the cor-
respondence between the real world and the TUI or to better
integrate a TUI in the real world: naïf physics (NP) refers to
the knowledge about the physical world; body awareness and
skills (BAS) denotes users’ aptitude to use and move their
bodies; environment awareness and skills (EAS) designates
actions performed on the environment and physical artifacts
it contains; social awareness and skills (SAS) stands for the
set of human–human exchanges. Thus, this model promotes
the analogy of the TUI rules with the rules of the physical
world.
The token and constraint (TAC) model [73] is also refer-
ring to concepts of the real world domain to describe TUI.
Physical objects involved are called pyfos; physical con-
straints are described and associated to each pyfo. Combining
a pyfo to its constraints constitutes a token that can be associ-
ated to a range of possible digital data. TUI are thus described
to ensure that the artifacts and constraints existing in the real
world do match the concepts and constraints of the digital
world.
The mixed interaction model (MIM) [20] considers dig-
ital system issues instead of focusing on the physical world
only. This model characterizes the modalities bridging the
physical and the digital worlds: pairs of device and language
are specified to express how physical properties are linked
to digital ones. Here the description highlights the software
and technological solutions underlying the TUI: the model
describes how the link between physical and digital worlds
can be technologically supported.
An intermediate approach is adopted by the ASUR model
[21]. It focuses on the interaction occurring between the user
and the system. By identifying real physical entities (R), dig-
ital entities of the computer systems (S) and adapters (A)
linking both worlds, interaction channels depict how these
entities are combined to allow the user (U) to take advantage
of tangible and mixed reality interfaces. In this model, the
primary focus is on how the user has to behave or how the
user’s behavior is affected by the TUI: the adequacy of the
user’s behavior in the targeted interactive context can thus be
measured.
Even if they adopt different points of view on TUIs, all
the models presented above have in common a reference to
six main categories of elements involved in the description
of a TUI:
• P: elements of the physical world;
• D: elements of the digital world;
• B: elements of the border between the two worlds, i.e.,
sensors, effectors, other devices supporting the commu-
nication between physical and digital world;
• M : elements carrying messages over the border, such as
communication languages, media, etc.;
• U : users of the TUI;
• A: actions that can be performed by users on physical
elements.
Indeed, physical (P) and digital (D) objects, users (U )
and actions (A) are intrinsic components of an interactive
system seeking to merge the physical and digital worlds.
By construction, a bridge is required over the two worlds
to establish the exchange of data: technologies are required
and are therefore positioned at the border (B) between these
two worlds. Finally, to operate a computer based system, data
need to be exchanged in the form of messages (M).
Table 1 compares such elements in the different mod-
els discussed. It can be noted that not all the models allow
a complete coverage of the six categories. In particular,
RBI is the model with the smallest coverage: messages and
border are not covered by this model, because it focuses
on the description of the interface and is not fundamen-
tally concerned with the technological implementation of
the interface: intrinsic characteristics and behavior are the
most prominent consideration addressed by RBI. To the other
extreme, MIM and ASUR are adopting a point of view cen-
tered on the interaction in which the characteristics of the
underlying technological solutions are considered and linked
with human, physical and digital considerations and con-
straints. TAC and Hornecker & Buur’s model are in between
these two extremes; they tend to cope with the components
of TUI and how they act together, but not how they are tech-
nically supported and operated.
3 Metaphor
3.1 Metaphor in human language
The study of metaphors in interactive computer based sys-
tems cannot ignore the huge amount of work made in
cognitive linguistics and psychology. Lakoff and Johnson
have developed the conceptual metaphor theory (CMT)
according to a view of the correspondence between concepts
in a metaphor defined as a mapping, in the mathematical
sense, between a source domain and a target domain [48,49].
They have analyzed a large set of metaphors, each iden-
tified by source and target domains (e.g., “ARGUMENT is
WAR”, in which ARGUMENT is the target and WAR the
source), supporting subject understanding through analogies
between the concepts of the two domains (e.g., “your claims
are indefensible”). Metaphors involve different parts of a
sentence, like nouns, verbs, adjectives, whose original mean-
ing is tweaked to refer to concepts belonging to a different
domain of interpretation.
Metaphors are also bound to the idea of image-schemas
[33,34,41,47], abstract representations of recurring patterns
coming from human experience, mainly bodily interac-
tion and linguistic experience. While bound to the human
experience in the physical world, they provide support
for understanding abstract concepts. Examples of image-
schemas are prototypes of common experience instances like
object, containment, path, direction on which several com-
mon metaphors are grounded. Indeed, metaphors are useful to
understand and evaluate a specific situation when the source
domain is very close to our knowledge, involving concepts
like space (e.g., position, motion, direction), time (e.g., speed,
duration) and feelings (e.g., affection, opposition, contrast).
According to Lakoff and Johnson [49], metaphors are
explained based on the idea of coherence between two
Table 1 TUI models comparison
Model Physical Digital Border Messages User Actions
Hornecker Materiality Digital data or
concepts
N/A Links between
physical and
digital concept
User Physical actions
RBI NP constitutes
attributes of it
Computer
functionalities
N/A N/A SAS and BAS:
social and body
involvement
EAS
TAC Token (pyfo +
constraints)
Digital data N/A Association between
token and data
User Physical constraints
MIM Physical
properties
Digital properties Device Languages and
linking modalities
User element Links between user
and physical
properties
ASUR R entities S entities A entities Interaction channels
between A (or S)
and S entities
U entity Interaction channels
between U and R
entities
domains. The word coherence has an implicit meaning
related to human experience: it is the property that gives
a system of concepts and rules the ability to be understood
in a systematic way rather than as a collection of isolated
and random cases. To refine the concept of metaphor, Lakoff
and Johnson identify three main classes of metaphors: struc-
tural metaphors, in which a target concept is explained
and structured using terms and structure from a source
domain; orientational metaphors, in which a whole system
of concepts is organized with respect to one another, mostly
according to spatial relations; ontological metaphors, which
allow us to reason about events, activities, emotions, and
so on. Orientational and ontological metaphors are indeed
at the core of metaphorical interfaces since the complex set
of operations that support interaction must be referred to a
coherent interpretation in a specified domain; being linked
to the human experience they allow reasoning, hence help
understanding of interface behavior without explicit train-
ing.
Some proposals have been made to develop a formal
theory of metaphor [36,45] and to match metaphor compre-
hension with computational systems [69,78]. Formal models
help to classify different types of metaphors according to their
syntactic and semantic role in the human language: the syntax
defines to which part of discourse they apply: noun, adverb,
verb, hence status, relation, action, etc.; the semantics defines
which meaning they express.
3.2 Metaphor in HCI
The concept of metaphor has been successfully extended
from the human language to the artificial languages used
to interact with data and functions in computer based sys-
tems. Such extension, however, raises new issues. The base
metaphor model used in HCI derives from the Peirce semiotic
[26], linking in a threefold relation a concept, called object,
a sign or symbol that represents the object in a synthetic way,
called representamen, and an interpretation, called intepre-
tant. A match between the intepretant and the object denotes
a correct understanding of the representamen, i.e., the suc-
cess of the metaphor.
In cognitive linguistics, the source and target metaphor
domains are defined on the same semiotic base, i.e., the
human language. In HCI the two domains are built on dif-
ferent semiotic codes: the user acts on an interface that is
a representation (often visual) of some model of the digital
operations’ domain. Hence, a metaphor provides meaning
to the interface by mapping the operations and tasks at one
side onto the application program at the other side through a
suitable interpretation by the user. Such interpretation must
match the interpretation that suggested the interface design
[3,10,11,68].
According to the conceptual metaphor theory (CMT)
developed by Lakoff and Johnson a metaphor is more
than a figure of speech: it is a mode of thought, in the
sense that “metaphor can occur in other modes than lan-
guage alone” [24, p. 4], the modes being, in such a
context, written language, spoken language, static and mov-
ing images, music, non-verbal sound and gestures; such
vision links the human communication research domain to
the domain of multimodal interaction but jeopardizes the
problems of finding a suitable interpretation for the use of
metaphor.
Interaction metaphors have been extensively studied,
covering applications ranging from information systems
to hypermedia navigation and to educational applications
[7,28,29,75]. A relevant issue in interaction metaphors is
their intuitiveness which, according to Hurtienne and Bless-
ing [33], is based on prior knowledge and subconscious
application; intuitiveness is also a property of the interface,
which might suggest or not the proper operations to execute
an application; in a metaphorical interface also the choice
of the metaphor impacts the interface use. Image schemas
are thus a basis on which intuitive interface can be designed,
since their understanding is part of the basic human experi-
ence [32,35].
As noted by Alty et al. [2, p. 202], “the literature has pro-
vided little guidance for the selection of appropriate interface
metaphors.” Also Bakker et al. [8, p. 436] note that “when
new interactions are designed, rather than existing interac-
tions redesigned, current literature offers few guidelines to
the approach of such design processes.” Nevertheless, some
notable efforts to metaphoric interfaces design have been
made.
Hints are given by Carroll and Mack [17], with reference
to the learning environment, who introduce concepts like
base specificity, clarity, richness, abstractness, and points out
the systematic aspect of metaphors. Blackwell [15] discusses
interface design and actions making concrete, i.e., visible, the
metaphor behind the relations between the interface and the
digital application.
A pragmatic methodology is applied to the design of an
interface to an online messaging system named DOORS [4];
three metaphors are analyzed and the most suitable is identi-
fied by comparing the metaphor suggestions and the system
functions. Alty et al. [1,2] define six major steps for engi-
neering the interface design, based on the analysis of the
metaphor mapping the interface to the system and vice versa.
The analysis is based on the intersection between the fea-
tures found in the digital system (S) and in the metaphor
(M): S + M+ are features that exist both in the system and
in the metaphor, corresponding to a match between the sys-
tem and the metaphor; S + M− are features that exist only
in the system, showing the (partial) metaphor inadequacy;
S− M+ are features that exist in the metaphor but not in the
system, resulting in unresolved expectations induced by the
metaphor.
Sajaniemi and Stützle [66] analyze three approaches to
metaphor analysis: operational approaches focus on the
effect that a metaphor has on learning new concepts; prag-
matic approaches analyze how a metaphor is useful, i.e., it
is well understood by users; structural approaches analyze
the correspondence (similarities and dissimilarities) between
the metaphor source and target.
Among the new issues raised by metaphors in HCI, an
important point is that coherence is not the only relevant
property. In cognitive linguistics, coherence is important to
reason about metaphors, but in HCI the way a metaphor is
implemented in an interface is also important: a metaphor
is recognizable not only by its conceptual structure, but also
through its implementation, e.g., through the correspondence
between the concepts of the source domain and the way they
are translated into the interface [15].
Metaphors are analyzed by Van Hees and Engelen [76] in
the context of multimodal user interfaces, where they can
support a smooth migration from one interaction modal-
ity to another. The cited work moves from the design of
multimodal interfaces for sight impaired people to develop
an approach based on abstract user interface descriptions
referred to a unique consistent conceptual model called par-
allel user interface rendering (PUIR), from which multiple
interaction modalities can be derived.
3.3 Metaphor in TUI
One of the goals of TUIs is to increase the naturalness of
interaction. To this end the use of everyday objects to oper-
ate a digital systems is effective as long as their meaning is
already known to the user. Apart the case in which the digital
application duplicates the functions of a physical device, the
interpretation of an interaction object’s behavior depends on
the relations between the physical object proper function and
the functions assigned to it in the digital application domain.
This correspondence is often grounded on a metaphor which,
to be natural, should involve a source domain familiar to
the user. The additional layer made of physical interaction
objects present in TUIs between a user and a digital sys-
tem, adds to the interaction space new opportunities for
metaphors. Through the presence and the manipulation of
a variety of physical objects related to the domain of the
metaphor source, this layer multiplies the possibilities in
terms of the metaphor reification into the interface.
Beyond the description of TUIs as presented in Sect. 2,
other approaches are seeking to evaluate tangible interfaces.
They are not explicitly referring to the term metaphor but
are pinpointing aspects of the interface worth considering
for designing good tangible experiences.
Underkoffler and Ishii [74] analyze the luminous-tangible
systems, where the manipulation of physical objects is
matched by the projection of visual information on and
around the objects themselves. They identified a continuum
of physical object meanings ranging from the objects per se,
to representatives of their attributes and functions, up to their
use as abstract tools. Koleva et al. [46] defined the degree
of coherence: it is used to express to which extent physical
and digital objects linked through the TUI are perceived as
being the same. For example, an illusion of manipulating
exactly the same object can exist, or be limited to a subset of
attributes only; a physical object can just appear as a proxy
for manipulation or as an identifier for data; physical objects
can also just appear as tools.
Fishkin [23] elaborates a two dimensional taxonomy
for analyzing TUIs. It characterizes the proximity existing
between input and output modalities used in a TUI and the
link existing between a physical action and the resulting
effect on the digital domain. Noun and Verb are the two
key terms of this taxonomy. As underlined by Oppl and
Stary [59], these attempts to differentiate different forms of
TUI emphasize the distinction between two aspects of TUIs:
appearance and behavior. There is thus a trade-off between
metaphors: (1) based solely on the appearance of TUI, (2)
based on their action or usage, and (3) based on a combi-
nation of both. Such a trade-off has been used by Oppl and
Stary to identify and validate appropriate TUI design specific
to these three classes.
Such early emphasis on isomorphic mapping between
physical and digital object on one hand and action effect
on the other hand is somehow typical in HCI. But these
approaches do not explicitly consider the potential meaning
that can be covered by a metaphorical link. To overcome this
limitation, adaptations of the CMT, recalled in Sect. 3.1, have
been developed. Antle et al [5], Hurtienne and Israel [34] and
more recently Macaranas et al. [51] extended CMT to TUI
by extending the source of the pairing to physical concepts,
including physical attributes and spatial properties.
However, TUI design is complex: many attributes and
considerations are combined. As a result, potential metaphor-
ical mappings based on a TUI are multiple. One attempt
to cope with this diversity consists in structuring a TUI in
three domains: physical, digital and application [53]. The
two first domains are split into two sub-domains, object
and manipulation, to fit with the common idea that TUI
deals with appearance and behavior. Sources and targets of a
metaphorical link may then be part of one of the domains or
sub-domains. A new characterization of metaphor in TUI
is thus raised, allowing the identification of design and
implementation questions specific to each set of metaphors
mappings [54]. To further highlight the potential diversity of
sources, Hornecker [30] stressed that physical objects have
potentially unlimited set of properties able to carry such a
metaphorical mapping. Hornecker even underlines that phys-
ical properties may automatically trigger user’s perception,
understanding, behavior and expectations.
A people-centered iterative design approach to embodied
metaphor-based interaction is suggested by Bakker et al. [8],
who propose five phases starting with studies to identify
applicable metaphors, continuing with the creation of low
fidelity prototypes, their evaluation in terms of affordances
supporting embodied schematic movements, and finally in
their refinement into high fidelity interactive prototypes
which could be evaluated in terms of embodied interactional
mappings.
4 Introducing a conceptual framework for
evaluating metaphor reification in TUIs
All the models discussed in Sect. 2 describe TUIs from dif-
ferent points of view, ranging from an almost engineering
perspective (MIM) to a theoretical comparison with the real-
ity (RBI), through the description of the induced interaction
(ASUR) or specific physical dimensions (TAC, Hornecker
and Buur’s). They have been developed and studied to
support the understanding of interface use, their benefits
and the associated implementation issues. The presence of
metaphors in the interface is not considered in these mod-
els, even if they embed concepts typical of the domain
mapping offered by metaphors: for example, the mapping
between the physical and digital domains is described but
not evaluated for consistency in terms of interaction objects’
affordances—which are, according to Norman [58], those
action possibilities that are readily perceivable by a user—
and plausibility with respect to the target digital operations.
In addition, most of the evaluation approaches discussed
in Sect. 3.3 are not either referring to metaphor; they raise
different design considerations and forms of TUI. They can
thus be used to derive design hints and classification schemes,
but do not focus on how TUIs match potential metaphors;
the correspondence between the physical manipulation of the
interface and the digital operations is usually assumed correct
in terms of human experience, and analyzed and classified
with reference to general ontologies often independent from
the TUI design [23,71].
However, the evaluation of a TUI in terms of the sub-
sumed metaphor is important in several contexts. One of the
benefits of TUIs with respect to GUI based interaction is the
possibility to have a more direct and immediate perception
of the relations between the operations performed by the user
and the corresponding digital operations [38]; this perception
impacts the learning curve of a new product, allows users not
trained in computer systems to successfully use digital appli-
cations and lessens the digital divide for people traditionally
far from technical skill, such as children and elderly people,
to cite only a few issues [60,70]. The presence of a clearly
identifiable metaphor in an interface helps a user to approach
new functions based on the understanding of the source side
of the metaphor, close to the human experience.
Our contribution to the problem of analyzing metaphorical
tangible interfaces is the description and evaluation of the cor-
respondence between the metaphor and its implementation
in a tangible interface for a digital application. Plausibility,
ease of use and coherence are important in the perspective of
a natural interaction style; but in a metaphorical context these
three concepts depend on the way the metaphor is coherently
applied and complete, i.e., on the degree of correspondence
between the concepts and operations in the metaphor source
with respect to its reification in the interface.
4.1 Framing our investigation space
The relations between the metaphor domain and a digital
system are illustrated in Fig. 1, which shows four mappings.
The metaphor defines a correspondence between the source
and the target domains (1). The application interface imple-
ments the metaphor source (2): it represents the concepts of
the metaphor source through elements of the interface. We
can structure such relations at three levels:
• metaphor entities map to interface objects;
• metaphor actions map to actions on interface objects;
• object attributes map to attributes of interface objects.
The application implements the metaphor target domain
(3), and is operated through the metaphorical interface. User
manipulations applied to object of the interface map to (acti-
vate) functions of the application (4).
Mappings (2) and (4) are specifically relevant for our
analysis: mapping (2) defines how the source metaphor is rep-
resented in the interface. Mapping (4) defines how the inter-
face drives the application. Both contribute to the description
metaphor
digital system
source target
interface application
(2) (3)
(4)
(1)
Fig. 1 Mappings between metaphor and digital application
and evaluation of a metaphorical interface because its quality
is perceived through the behavior of the application. Map-
pings (1) and (3) are the result of design activities out of the
scope of our analysis, even if they are important in the design
and implementation of a correct application. Mapping (1)
defines the metaphor itself, while mapping (3) defines how
the application implements the requirements and specifica-
tions of the target domain, which is the domain in which the
semantics of the application are exploited.
In the following of this paper we shall use the term
projection to denote the mapping of the metaphor and its
components (objects and actions) to the tangible system,
which concretely defines the implementation of the metaphor
source in the application interface and the implementation of
the metaphor target in the application. As said in Sect. 1, the
focus of this paper is the projection of the metaphor source
on the tangible interface.
4.2 An introductory example
A discussion of a simple introductory example1 helps under-
standing how to analyze the mapping between the source
and target domains and how to check for metaphor consis-
tency. The example is drawn and extended from two papers
by Pittarello and Stecca [61,62] about the use of a set of
geometric solids as a tangible interface to query an image
database.
The paper describes and evaluates a tangible system for
querying an image database by selecting three different
image features: category (i.e., subject), denoted by a sam-
ple image, color type (colored or B&W) and brightness
(from dark to bright). The image database system is operated
through a tangible interface made of objects containing ori-
entation sensors. Three of them are simple geometric solids:
a cube, a plate and a cylinder, decorated with sample images
and symbols, are used to compose a query. When placed on a
table the upper face shows the values used as query attributes.
A fourth object, a barrel, is used to execute the query and
browse the retrieved images, shown in a video projection
within a cartoon scenario. Combining the manipulation of
physical objects with visual interpretation of the pictures on
them and the projected imagery showing the query execu-
tion, this interface is indeed multimodal, even if the tangible
components are prominent. The system was first tested with
children in pre-scholar age.
While the authors’ goal was to design a set of guidelines
to map geometric properties to digital functions, such inter-
face defines a quite evident metaphor which maps geometric
solids to database attributes, solid types to data types and a
group of solids to a query on several attributes. The cube,
1 This section and part of Sect. 5 have been published in a preliminary
form in [18].
Fig. 2 The solids for the metaphoric interface setting values for dis-
crete (a), binary (b) and continuous (c) query parameters
the cylinder and the plate metaphorically denote discrete,
continuous and boolean variables. The barrel metaphorically
denotes the interface for browsing the retrieved images. The
system is thus a blend of two metaphors.
We analyze in detail these metaphors discussing the
correspondence between the source (geometric solids com-
position) and the target (image database querying) domains.
• In the source domain (projected onto the tangible inter-
face) three solids exist: a cube, a plate and a cylinder
(Fig. 2). The solids are placed on a table, showing the
image or symbol on the upper face as the one selected
for the query. In the case of the cylinder, the rotation
defines an angle in a 360◦ range.
• In the target domain the query parameters are denoted
by three attributes respectively over discrete, binary and
continuous values.
• A correspondence exists between the objects and their
placement, and the query parameters values. The cube,
the plate and the cylinder can take, respectively, a discrete
number of different placements, a two-valued placement
and a continuous range of placements. The attributes’
values are set according to the objects’ position.
• A fourth object, a barrel, is used to actually execute the
query and to browse the results; it will be described sep-
arately.
Additional rules are imposed by the tangible interface
components: (1) a discrete attribute can hold (at most) six
values; (2) a continuous attribute can hold values in a range
expressed as a normalized percentage with respect to con-
ventional minimum and maximum values; (3) there are no
null values since all configurations of objects are meaning-
ful. A few more assumptions in the target domain must be
done, which do not impact the metaphor but make it more
complete: (4) there is only one database, since the operation
has an implicit target; (5) the dynamics of the objects during
placement (e.g., trajectory, motion, speed) and their order on
the table is not relevant; (6) there is an implicit AND con-
nection between query parameters; this point is justified by
the presence of all the objects on the table at the same time.
By extending the scenario discussed by Pittarello and
Stecca, we note that several instances of the same solid could
exist, which should be considered unrelated as long as each
is distinguishable. In the target domain the query could thus
be composed by several independent parameters of a same
type. Other polyhedra with different numbers of faces could
also be used (as long as their geometry allows correct and
stable placements) which could correspond to attributes of
different cardinality.
Query execution and image browsing are supported by the
barrel. It is moved and tilted as to “pour” its content into a
basin (query execution), and rolled to browse the returned
images. Tapping the barrel’s top selects the current image
which is enlarged on the screen. For the barrel the following
analysis of the metaphor holds.
• A barrel contains some stuff, often a fluid; it can be empty.
The barrel can be rolled, and the content can flow from
the barrel if tilted.
• A query result contains some data (possibly none), which
can be shown to the user and browsed sequentially
(according to an unspecified sorting order).
• In the metaphor, query results are shown by pouring the
barrel content, and are browsed by rotating the barrel, so
a correspondence exists between the use of the barrel and
the operations on queried images.
This part of the metaphor, even if coherent in terms of data
operations, is weaker from the objects’ affordances perspec-
tive; the authors note in their papers that children experienced
some difficulties in this phase of the experiment. One of the
reasons, in our opinion, is that while pouring the barrel’s con-
tent is a plausible metaphor for extracting the query results,
rolling and tapping have a weak correspondence with the
target actions. A different metaphor, e.g., tilting the barrel to
void it into a container and moving the container back and
forth would have been, perhaps, more appropriate even if
more complex from an operational point of view.
This example raises some issues related to metaphor struc-
ture and interpretation. It shows that many relations exist
within a metaphor and an interface implementing it: between
objects, between operations, between rules and systems. For
example, the suggestion of an AND conjunction between the
query parameters, even if not directly deriving from the prop-
erties of the objects involved, is consistent with the concept
of keeping many objects together.
5 Defining a conceptual model for TUI metaphor
description
Language metaphors have been analyzed to understand how
they can be identified in a systematic way by a group of
scholars called Pragglejaz [64], resulting in a method called
metaphor identification procedure (MIP). The method pro-
ceeds through four phases: a reading of the text to understand
its general meaning, a collection of its lexical units, the analy-
sis of the lexical components to evaluate if they carry a literal
or metaphorical meaning, and a final classification. The third
phase, the most important, relies on the evaluation if the
meaning of a lexical unit has more value (e.g., it is more eas-
ily understood and coherent with the sentence) in a context
different from the context of the whole text: for example, it is
more concrete in another context, or more precise, or related
to a bodily action or to a historical period; in these cases the
lexical unit is marked as being metaphorical.
The method grounds on three concepts: that words may
have several meanings or interpretations according to the
context, that plausible interpretations are defined both by the
narrow context in which the words appear (the sentence) and
the general theme of the discourse, and that the relations
between the narrow context and the general context define
the presence or not of a metaphor.
In the context of TUIs the units of analysis are not words
but physical objects and actions in the physical environment.
A metaphor is defined when their use is normally referring to
a different context than the one suggested by the application.
As in language, the metaphor relies on different levels; at
the single object level (components of the interface), at their
combination (how they are related and structured), and how
they must be operated in the context of the application by
reference to a different, more familiar to the user, domain (a
semantic level).
To offer a structured reference useful to elicit and describe
the relations between a tangible interface and the subsum-
ing metaphor, we first present a model expressing how a
metaphor is projected into a tangible interface, i.e., which
parts of the tangible interface are related to which concepts
of the metaphor. Beyond the definition and illustration of this
model, we also draw a clear link between the elements of this
model, the major elements identified in Sect. 2 as constitutive
of a tangible interface and the concepts considered by existing
models of tangible interface. As such, our model is intended
to constitute an original support for describing the imple-
mentation of a metaphor into a TUI, while being anchored
in the TUI design models and properties established in the
literature.
5.1 Projecting a metaphor onto a tangible interface
The digital application is operated by input functions inter-
facing the digital application, which computes the results. In
the tangible interface artifacts are manipulated by the user
(in input) and by the system (in output); operating an input
artifact causes a state change in the application and, possi-
bly, some perceptible results which are conveyed through the
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Fig. 3 A TUI description supporting metaphor analysis and evaluation
output artifacts. In the cases where the interface is built on
a metaphor, its components and behaviors should be inter-
preted according to the concepts of the metaphor source and
the mapping between the concepts defined in the metaphor
source and target domains. To refine the description of such
relations we introduce a number of entities; they form a con-
ceptual model intended to describe how the metaphor, the
interface and the digital system are linked together.
With reference to Fig. 3, in the interface, which imple-
ments the metaphor source:
• input objects include physical artifacts and devices oper-
ated by a user to act upon the system, and sensors
capturing environment conditions (including physical
artifacts positions and orientation) and changes in con-
trolled parameters produced by the user;
• output objects are perceptual devices, actuators and the
perceptual information generated by the physical arti-
facts driven by the application; the output objects are
used to reflect the state of the system. A same object can
serve for both input and output, as, e.g., a mobile device
with a touch display. Since many systems are provided
with a tangible interface for input and a visual interface
for output (often rich and realistic, but non composed of
physical objects), we consider also the perceptual infor-
mation generated by the application and presented by the
interface as part of output objects, even if a strict defi-
nition would admit as objects only the physical devices
used for the visualization;
• additional contour objects can be used to complete the
perception of the system state, but are not necessarily
related to the computation; they are part of the “aesthet-
ics” of the interface, such as environment components,
backgrounds, textures, models of a part of a real world,
and give a sense of completeness, presence and reality to
the scene. The contour objects have no role in fulfilling
the specifications of the digital application.
In the digital system, which implements the metaphor tar-
get:
• input functions convey data to the digital application;
• output functions convey results (computed values and
state changes) to the user through the interface;
• the program implements the digital application: it is the
union of an algorithm and a set of data defining the
program state; the program is usually decomposed into
modules according to a structure suitable for the problem
to be solved;
The user interacts with the tangible interface by issuing
actions, composed according to some structure and provided
with semantic meanings related to the metaphor. In return, the
user perceives the computation results carried by the output
objects.
This model describes an interactive tangible system also
independently of the presence of a metaphor: its components
describe how the interface maps to the digital applica-
tion. The decomposition into objects and functions, and
the relations among them, are however targeted to support-
ing interface analysis and evaluation when a subsuming
metaphor is present. The model makes explicit which com-
ponent of the interface implements which concept of the
metaphor and corresponds to which component of the digital
application. Table 2 classifies the components of the example
of Sect. 4.2 according to this model.
Table 2 Elements of the example
Interface
Input objects Geometric solids, barrel, position sensors
Output objects Projector, projected scene
Contour objects Table, elements of the projection in
cartoon style
Application
Input functions Parameter value assignment, query
posing, result browsing, image selection
Output functions Display image list, display selected
image, scroll images
Program Query execution, image retrieval, result
ordering, etc
To refine the description of these relationships in a
metaphorical interface we adopt the three traditional levels
that distinguish the lexical, syntactic and semantic analysis.
These three levels are associated to the components denoted
by the circled numbers in Fig. 3.
At the component level, objects and functions are mapped
such that the manipulation of input objects causes input
functions to be executed (1a), and the execution of out-
put functions changes the state of output objects (1b). The
mapping depends on the metaphorical meaning given to the
physical interface, and links concepts of the two domains at
a low level. For example, Durrel Bishop’s marble answer-
ing machine [63], one of the first design examples of TUIs,
is based on a metaphor associating marbles with messages
and the action of putting them on a plate with the action of
listening to them or calling back the caller.
At the structure level (2), the structure of input objects
and their relations define the amount, type, sequence and
composition of actions that can be done on them to execute
in a consistent way the digital application modules required
to accomplish a meaningful task. For example, the marbles
in the marble answering machine are simple objects, so the
actions are limited to picking them and placing them onto a
responsive place.
Conversely, the ReacTable [42] uses a set of physical
objects marked with abstract symbols related to electric cir-
cuitry for audio processing. The objects are placed on a
sensible surface and linked by virtual connections, to build
virtual circuits producing music and audio effects. The input
objects correspond to commands whose effect on the digital
application is defined not only by their own functions but
also by their mutual relations: signals are processed accord-
ing to a complex system of interconnected generators and
filters built by linking symbols together, influencing the way
sound is produced and modulated.
At the semantic level (3) the digital application is under-
stood and exercised by the user by interpreting the problem
to be solved through the tangible interface, i.e., through its
system of rules, goals and meanings. As an example, in the
Augmented Urban Planning Workbench [39], the tangible
interface elements are models of buildings placed on a sensi-
tive table to drive a urban planning application. The models
selection and placement in the scene is done according to
the rules of the architecture domain, with proper spacing and
orientation defined in terms of city planning goals and prac-
tices.
The manipulation actions considered refer to the expected
behavior as defined in the Function–Behavior–Structure
framework [25]; it depicts the set of actions that are expected
to be derived from the structure of the object taken out of the
metaphor domain, and not all the possible derived actions.
5.2 Linking TUI elements to the conceptual model
We now draw a parallel between the six categories of ele-
ments constituting a TUI (in italics) introduced in Sect. 2
and the elements of our conceptual model (in sans serif).
Figure 4 draws a parallel between these two approaches and
thus rewrites Fig. 3.
(P) Elements of the physical world. In our model they
clearly refer to the artifacts in the input and output objects
of the tangible interface. The contour objects of our model
are also part of the physical world.
(D) Elements of the digital world. They straightforwardly
refer to the elements of the digital application: input and
output functions, algorithms, program modules and data.
This part of the system is supposed to implement the
target domain of the metaphor.
(B) Elements of the border. They are expressed in our
model through the devices, sensors and actuators present
as part of the input and output objects.
(M) Exchange of messages. They are present in our model
between the tangible interface and the digital application
to provide commands and feedback. Internal messages are
also sent and received to the digital system between the
modules and the required data.
(U) The user. Quite obviously, the user (U) is perfectly
represented with its goal, knowledge, skills, limits and
attributes.
(A) The user’s actions. They are the actions performed
by the user on the artifacts and the attributes of the arti-
facts themselves. Conversely, they also cover the user’s
perception of the system output.
The model provides three added features. First is the abil-
ity to distinguish different types of messages by specifying
what is related to issuing commands from receiving the sys-
tem’s output. This is important to refine the analysis of the
metaphor projection onto the tangible interface because it
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Fig. 4 Relations between metaphor and TUI components
takes into consideration separately the sources and targets of
the messages and actions.
Second, our model emphasizes two additional consider-
ations at the level of the tangible interfaces: structure and
semantics. This is also very important with regards to the
analysis of the metaphor projection onto a TUI as it identi-
fies the several places where the metaphor applies.
Third, in the P class of elements it is useful to create a
distinction between physical objects involved by the projec-
tion of the metaphor onto the interface (the artifacts) and any
other domain (identified, e.g., by the contour objects).
Finally, by describing the metaphor projection onto a
tangible interface, relationships between concepts of the
models and design concepts used in TUI design models and
approaches have been explicitly established. When explor-
ing with our model the relevance of a metaphor projection, it
is therefore easily feasible to momentarily switch the design
focus to TUI intrinsic considerations potentially relevant to
optimize the TUI design and consequently its implementa-
tion.
5.3 Comparing TUI models
We compare our model with the models supporting the
description of TUI and summarized in Sect. 2.
From Hornecker & Buur’s framework, the tangible manip-
ulation perspective is pinpointing the same set of considera-
tions than we aim to do when describing a TUI or modeling
the metaphors it proposes. More general considerations such
as space, embodiment and expressiveness of the represen-
tations are not yet directly considered in our model: they
clearly refer to and refine some of the elements involved in
the tangible interface, more specifically input/output objects
and their manipulation, structure and semantics.
In the RBI model, naïf physics (NP) expresses useful char-
acteristics of input and output objects; environment awareness
and skills (EAS) clearly refer to the actions a user can apply
on the input objects, while SAS and BAS (respectively social
and body awareness and skills) refine the user, its context
and additional contour objects. RBI is thus primarily centered
on elements of the tangible interface depicted in our model.
Regarding the token and constraint (TAC) paradigm, pyfo
and its constraints refer to the input and output objects of our
model and their structure, while TAC represents a mapping
from the input objects to the program through the input functions
(or conversely in output).
In the MIM, input objects of our model are refined with the
physical properties expressed in that model. Digital prop-
erties of MIM correspond to the parameters of the input and
output functions and to the data of our model. MIM modalities
describe how a message is transferred from the tangible inter-
face to the application and vice versa: it includes the device
that operates this exchange and the commands and feedbacks.
Finally, regarding the ASUR model, artifacts of our model
are more finely described by the real objects in ASUR. Input
functions and the program are together included in the systems
components, while ASUR adaptors correspond to the devices,
sensors and actuators of the input and output objects in our
model. This refines the description provided by TAC at a
technological level.
To conclude, our conceptual model for describing the pro-
jection of metaphors on TUIs relates to the main components
that build up a TUI. As we just highlighted, our concep-
tual model is consistent with the different models of TUIs
discussed in the literature. It is therefore addressing TUI
specificities in terms of materiality, interactions nature, com-
ponents and technology. While the terminology we are using
is close to the terminology of the ASUR model, we prefer to
keep it distinct from any specific terminology used by other
models in order to remain neutral and independent of the TUI
specific model. Indeed, our conceptual approach is dedicated
to the description or the metaphor projection on TUI. The
other models are dedicated to the design of TUI in general,
each of them offering a specificity on TUI design. Having
established a link between those models and our own model
allows to keep the specificities and benefits of each approach
while providing a support to switch from one design resource
to another, e.g. from one TUI specific design consideration
to another, including the metaphor projection.
6 Evaluating metaphor implementation in tangible
interfaces
In order to go beyond the description of the projection of
the metaphor into TUI, we extend our conceptual framework
to reason about the quality of such projection, hence of the
metaphor implementation.
We frame our evaluation on three properties: coherence,
coverage and compliance. These three properties are related
to three key aspects of the metaphor projection onto a tangi-
ble interface: how coherently the metaphor is projected onto
the interface, how complete is the projection, and at what
extent the metaphor is recognizable in the objects used dur-
ing interaction, in their affordances and in their relations.
We do not claim that these properties must always be
obeyed in any metaphorical tangible system; but, accord-
ing to the context, such considerations and their expression
in the terms of TUI components are helpful to orient good
design and to evaluate the appropriateness of the metaphor
implementation in the chosen interface. The following para-
graphs address each of these three properties. We provide a
definition and detail how the property can be expressed with
respect to the model we have introduced above. Finally we
refer the properties to the example of Sect. 4.2.
6.1 Coherence
In TUI—as well as in HCI—the mapping between the two
metaphor sides is the result of an explicit design action, hence
it is subject to a certain degree of subjectivity which may
lead to a more or less appropriate choice of the metaphor
and of its implementation. Indeed, in the context of language
metaphor, coherence is a basic, unexplained concept, relying
on intuitive understanding. For example, Oxford Dictionaries
Online2 defines coherence as “the quality of being logical and
2 http://www.oxforddictionaries.com.
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Fig. 5 Coherence among metaphor, interface and application
consistent”, where consistent means “not containing any log-
ical contradiction”. When analyzing interaction metaphors,
especially in TUI where the interface may have a complex
meaning related to the physical human experience, evaluat-
ing if the tangible interface is an appropriate and coherent
(in the sense used by Lakoff and Johnson) implementation
of the metaphor remains one of the prominent issues. But
such an implicit notion of coherence must be grounded on
the relations between the interface and the digital application
components.
Figure 5 extends Fig. 1 by showing the relations between
actions and objects which should be preserved by the
metaphor implementation. The numbers on the arrows denot-
ing mappings and projections correspond to those in Fig. 1.
With reference to Fig. 5, in the context of metaphorical inter-
faces coherence is defined as the correspondence between the
elements of the interface and the concepts of the metaphor
source, compared to the correspondence between the con-
cepts of the metaphor target and their implementation in the
digital application. Concepts of the metaphor and elements
of the digital application and its interface both include two
different types of entities: actions and objects (functions and
data). Moreover, a metaphor projection is coherent when the
relations between the metaphor source and target are pre-
served in the implementation, i.e. between the interface and
the application.
With reference to the levels discussed in Sect. 5.1, coher-
ence exists at the component level if the mappings between
objects and digital items, and between actions and functions,
preserve their mutual relations; i.e., an action on an object in
the tangible interface corresponds to the application of the
function matching the action to the digital item matching the
object.
At the structure level, coherence is assured if sequences
or groups of actions on input objects which are consistent
with the metaphor source interpretation produce sequences
or groups of changes on the application state consistent with
the metaphor target interpretation.
At the semantic level, a formal definition of coherence is
problematic: at one side, it should derive from the metaphor
components and their relations; at the other side, it implies
concepts like plausibility, appropriateness, accuracy, etc.,
which belong to the metaphor as a whole. As such, its
evaluation depends on how users globally perceive the rela-
tions between concepts of the interface and the application
domains.
The example in Sect. 4.2 is coherent at the component
level because in the metaphor geometric objects correspond
to query parameters, and in its implementation orienting the
solids corresponds to setting the parameters’ values; it is also
coherent at the structure level, because both solids and query
parameters are independent each other, and the sequence of
actions between query parameters setting and query execu-
tion is preserved. At the semantic level the formulation of a
query corresponds to the positioning of the objects by expos-
ing in their upper face the wanted value (the right angle for
the cylinder) which is coherent with the selection of only one
value for each parameters according to the parameters type:
discrete, continuous, two-valued.
6.2 Coverage
We can also question the coverage of a metaphor projec-
tion onto a tangible interface: language metaphors are often
incomplete, relying only on a few interesting concepts from
the two sides, the remainder of the two knowledge environ-
ments being not relevant [49]. Coverage can play a role in
interactive systems in helping a user to anticipate the behav-
ior of unknown actions, given the actions already known. It
is defined as a measure of the amount of concepts borrowed
by the metaphor source, implemented in the tangible inter-
face and used in the application. It is inspired by the concept
of “conceptual baggage” [1,2,4] which represents “the pro-
portion of features in a metaphor which do not map system
functionality compared with those which do” [1, p. 309]: the
main difference is that we compare the metaphor source and
its projection onto the interface at a detailed level concerning
objects and features of the tangible interface. As mentioned
in Sect. 5.1, we only refer to concepts and actions related to
the behavior of the user relevant for the application’s goals,
as defined by Gero [25].
With regards to our model, the coverage of the projec-
tion is based on: (1) how many concepts of the metaphor
source are implemented as input objects in the TUI, that acti-
vate one or more input functions in a deterministic way; (2)
conversely, how many input functions corresponding to oper-
ations defined in the metaphor source can be activated in a
deterministic way by one or more input objects; (3) how many
different results of computation map to different states of out-
put objects representing the effect on the metaphor source;3
3 We consider only differences relevant in terms of feedback to the user;
e.g., a different computed result not returned to the user for subsequent
interaction is not considered relevant in the metaphor analysis.
(4) how many concepts of the metaphor identified by output
objects are modified by at least one output function. We must
note that an extensive coverage is hardly obtained, like in lan-
guage metaphors; blends usually occur, and the knowledge
domains on which the metaphors are based may be very large,
while the interface implementation covers a well defined set
of actions with a defined sets of objects relevant for the digital
application.
In the example of Sect. 4.2 the coverage is very ample,
because all placements and orientations of the geometric
objects—when considering only the expected behaviors, i.e.
the ones supposedly detected by the system—are meaningful
and correspond to setting parameters values for any object
and any value. The query execution phase is also well covered
by the interface, because all the manipulation of the barrel
are meaningful, as long as they are executed after the com-
position of the query. Other epistemic user’s actions such as
grouping tangible objects, taking them out of the tracking
area, etc., are not part of the expected behavior and therefore
not considered when evaluating the coverage.
6.3 Compliance
Finally, we can ask if the metaphor projection onto the
tangible interface is compliant, i.e., plausible in terms of
the translation of meaning from objects and actions of the
interface to the source metaphor, grounding the plausibility,
among other issues, on the affordances of objects to suggest
a use.
With regards to our model, the projection is compliant if
the structure and use of the tangible interface input objects
meet their affordances according to the user’s knowledge in
the source metaphor domain.
In the example of Sect. 4.2 the part of interface concerning
the query formulation with the solids is compliant with the
solids’ affordances, which suggest to place them on the table
to clearly show the wanted image features, and placing the
solids to show the parameter selection on the upper face is
the most natural choice for a user. For the barrel, as we have
already noted, the compliance is lower and is affected by
some conventions about its use which do not correspond to
the way a real barrel is used to pour its content.
6.4 Assessment of the conceptual framework
The conceptual framework we have presented in previous
sections includes a structured representation of the relations
between a metaphor and an interactive application, a con-
ceptual model for describing the metaphor projection into
a tangible system and a set of properties for supporting the
reasoning about the quality of such projection. Assessing the
validity of this framework could thus rely on the analysis
of how designers take advantage of it, how different are the
design results with and without the use of the framework,
how the implementation process is impacted, etc. Answer-
ing these questions with a quantitative approach requires an
experimental protocol in which several parameters need to be
seriously controlled and balanced: case studies, participants’
knowledge, expertise with the framework, etc., resulting in
a complex activity difficult to generalize to an entire class of
cases like those offered by tangible interfaces. Moreover, not
all the environments addressed by the framework are suitable
for an experimental evaluation: we formalize the relations
between a metaphor and an interface in order to describe how
the metaphor is implemented, but do not address the quality
of the metaphor itself, even if for a user the perception of the
interface quality depends on both aspects.
Other attempts to create models of metaphor in HCI were
also facing the question of the evaluation, and were solving it
with a qualitative albeit accurate methodology. To establish
the validity of their approach to interface metaphor design,
based on the comparison between the metaphor and system
features [4], Alty and Knott [1] applied it to several use
cases, thus revealing different types of weakness and pos-
sible improvements. The validation of the workflow model
proposed by Maquil et al. [53] is based on the assumption
that it guides the exploration of the design space and supports
a better understanding of the impact of the design choices.
Establishing the ability of a model to describe different use
cases, to reveal differences and help discovering new design
is exactly the goal covered by the three properties introduced
by Beaudouin-Lafon [13] for evaluating interaction models:
descriptive power, evaluative power and generative power.
Such properties have been used by some authors [20,43] to
evaluate the quality of interaction and interface models, and
have proved to be effective in such evaluation independently
from specific instances, which are anyway used as confirm-
ing test cases. In the following of this section we shall use
these three properties to assess the validity of our conceptual
framework.
According to Beaudouin-Lafon, the descriptive power of
a design resource characterizes its ability to describe a signif-
icant range of different solutions covered by the considered
design framework. Our conceptual framework contributes to
the description dimension through its first part, i.e., the con-
ceptual model. Indeed, our model captures the characteristics
of the metaphor implementation in a TUI at a higher level
than a software description approach would achieve. In addi-
tion our model offers a unified view of the implementation of
a metaphor and as a result allows to describe in a systematic
way the components of a tangible interface that reflect into
the metaphor implementation, their role in the user-system
communication as devices and artifacts for carrying input
actions and data and output feedback and information, and
their links with the components of the application logic and
its structure.
The descriptive power of our conceptual framework has
also been strengthened through the clear identification of
bridges between the concepts of our analytical framework
and existing TUI design models (Sect. 5.2). This provides a
comprehensive list of existing axes that are either covered by
our conceptual framework or outside its scope, thus better
framing the range of design alternatives and specificities that
can be described with it. As a result it shows how our con-
ceptual framework unifies and extends previous frameworks
but also where it enriches the existing approaches.
The evaluative or comparative power characterizes the
conceptual framework’s ability to assess and differentiate
multiple design alternatives, and most often relies on the
existence of metrics for comparing alternative designs [12].
While the choice and design of a suitable interaction
metaphor is an activity out of the scope of our work (as spec-
ified in Sect. 4.1), its implementation in a specific interface
must preserve a set of relations that can be discriminated and
evaluated according to our conceptual model and to the three
properties described above. Our framework helps designers
and developers to examine whether the TUI interface fulfills
the metaphor requirement. Indeed, the third part of our con-
ceptual framework includes three properties that contribute
to the evaluation of the metaphor projection quality.
As mentioned in Sect. 5.2, we are able to express sources
and types of messages of different nature and differentiate
them; the TUI level (structure, semantics) targeted by the
metaphor projection can also vary. These elements are there-
fore contributing to the evaluative power of our analytical
framework.
The generative power describes the ability of the design
framework to create new designs. Several aspects of our
framework effectively helps the designer in generating solu-
tions. Obviously, by enforcing the identification of actions
and structure of the involved input objects, the conceptual
model suggests elements of the design to replace or opti-
mize. Furthermore, as underlined in Fig. 3 commands are
supposed to be issued by these input objects as a results of
actions performed on them or of their structure: the concep-
tual model thus reveals explicitly the connection that already
exist in the design solution and also suggest potential sources
of commands that could be added in the design. The same
design support is provided by the conceptual framework with
the output objects. Beyond this first set of generative power,
the properties described above do not only contribute to the
assessment of the metaphor implementation: they also con-
stitute leverages that assist the designer to design different
metaphor based interactions to accomplish a set of tasks.
By identifying the most important property to respect, the
designer has the possibility to revisit the elements of the con-
ceptual models involved in this property and thus adjust, opti-
mize or redefine the design of the solution. This is thus a way
to support the generative power of our conceptual framework.
7 A case study description and evaluation
7.1 A tangible museum installation about living species
classification
We apply our framework to a non trivial case study com-
ing from a project carried on with the Museum of Toulouse
related to explaining cladistics, a modern method for the
classification of living species [27].
In cladistics, a species is no longer a group deriving from
another group, with similarities/differences between each
other. Instead, cladistics takes into account the evolution
of phylogenetic criteria over time. A phylogenetic criterion
refers to different features related not to morphology but to
functionality, such as having a dorsal nervous system, or a
spiral growth, etc. A species is therefore a group for which a
set of common criteria can be identified.
The representation of this classification is based on clado-
grams, hierarchical structures which show, at different nested
level, the phylogenesis of the living species (Fig. 6).
For example, cat, human and chimpanzee are three species
part of the same cladistic group because the three of them
have fur and placenta. This also clearly states that the human
is not the successor or the evolution of the chimpanzee, nor
vice versa. Conversely, although they all have four legs, frogs,
turtle, crocodile and cat do not constitute a valid group in
cladistic, because the common ancestor they share is the fact
that they have paws, and this group also includes human,
chimpanzee and viper (in a receded form).
To present this new classification method to the visitors, a
section of the Museum of Toulouse has a series of informa-
tive panels and a large static installation showing, on a wall,
a cladogram with features attached to intermediate nodes
and valid groups of living beings at branches end points. In
addition, a co-design process involving computer scientist,
museographers and paleontologists led to the implementation
of an interactive application called MIME, mixed interac-
tion for museum environment, highlighting the relationship
Fig. 6 A simple cladogram
between species and phylogenetic criteria. Field and lab stud-
ies focusing on performance and user’s satisfaction have been
performed on MIME to assess its impact on a museum visit
[16,22].
7.2 A metaphor for cladogram representation and
exploration
To promote the active involvement of the visitors, the MIME
authors have conformed to Wagensberg’s principles for a
total museum [77]), and have proposed an installation with
a metaphoric tangible interface to learn the phylogenetic cri-
teria of the different living species. The installation is based
on a metaphoric representation of a cladogram, conform-
ing to its structure and hierarchy, and a way to explore it
progressively highlighting the life evolution. On overall, the
interaction metaphor is based on an explorer moving in an
unknown environment, a complex building representing the
cladogram, using a handheld physical device to move and to
display the cladogram representation as it is discovered.
7.2.1 Cladogram representation
Being the cladogram a hierarchical structure, the chosen
metaphoric 3D representation is a complex building made of
hallways and rooms organized as a tree-like structure. Hall-
ways correspond to branches in the cladogram while rooms
represent nodes. The building and the surrounding environ-
ment are rendered as a 3D world projected on the museum’s
wall. Figure 7.1 shows an external overview of the structure,
but navigation is only permitted inside this environment, i.e.,
along the cladogram branches. When the visitor reaches a
room (Fig. 7.2), he/she is facing several doors leading to dif-
ferent hallways and an information panel. When approaching
a door, the door can be opened and information about the des-
tination of the hallway is displayed (Fig. 7.3)
The cladogram representation metaphor is based on the
following elements:
• In the metaphor target domain, a cladogram is a tree struc-
ture; the root represents the totality of living beings; nodes
identify phylogenetic criteria shared by all the species of
the tree placed above this node4 and are named by the
criteria; leaves denote species.
• In the metaphor source domain, a complex building exists
with rooms connected by hallways forming hierarchical
connections; in each room an panel describes the room.
• A correspondence exists between the cladogram and the
metaphor source, which is projected in the digital sys-
tem interface: nodes are rooms, each corresponding to a
phylogenetic criterion, and branches are hallways; node
4 Cladograms are usually represented with the root at the bottom.
Fig. 7 The 3D representation of a cladogram adopted in MIME: 1 a view of the structure; 2 a room; 3 a panel explaining a branch destination
labels are informative panels describing the phylogenetic
criteria. Rooms and hallways are connected according to
the cladogram’s hierarchical structure.
• The metaphoric source domain contains also entities,
such as windows and doors, which are not strictly part of
the cladogram metaphor (they are contour objects accord-
ing to our model) but are indeed more than a simple
decoration. Windows allow visitors to have a glance on
the whole structure of the cladogram representation (e.g.,
its extension) but do not allow them to see the informa-
tion associated to nodes and branches, which must be
progressively discovered only by navigating the struc-
ture. Each hallway departing from a room and going up
in the cladogram is closed by a door that must be opened
to proceed, to explore the cladogram in a stepwise way;
when returning back to previous levels of the cladogram,
open doors reveal cladogram branches already explored.
7.2.2 Cladogram exploration
To discover the attributes of a species, the visitor (an explorer)
must start from the cladogram root (must enter the metaphor-
ical building), select a branch giving a value to the current
phylogenetic criterion, walk the branch (the hallway) to the
next criterion, continuing this way until a species is reached
(a room with no exit). The information collected through the
path is the set of values of the phylogenetic criteria charac-
terizing that species.
Since the cladogram structure is initially unknown and
progressively uncovered, the exploration metaphor is built
around an interface made with a flashlight, a physical device
that enlightens the explorer’s walk as he/she proceeds in
the building, supporting different actions. When entering a
room, the explorer turns the flashlight around to point at the
room content: the panel, the incoming hallway, the outgo-
ing hallways, the doors. By moving the flashlight forward or
upward, the explorer moves towards the pointed element: if
it is the panel, the explorer approaches and reads the text; if
it is an open hallway, the explorer enters and walks until the
next room; a backward or down flashlight motion steps the
explorer back from panels and windows.
The flashlight is also carrying a second metaphor (it is a
blend): it can act as a handle; in front of a closed door it can
be rotated to open the door. Overloading an interface object
with more than one meaning is generally not desirable, but
it has been done for practical purposes to keep the interface
in a unique device. This choice will be discussed later, at the
end of Sect. 7.4.
The graphical representation projected on the wall in front
of the visitor is animated to give a more pleasant look to the
journey, but the actual animation has no special meaning; the
scene decoration appears indeed as a contour object in terms
of the model of Fig. 3. Even if it is not relevant in terms
of metaphor mapping onto the interface, it is important to
give the user a sense of naturalness and completeness of the
metaphor and to engage him/her in the exploration.
The detection of the flashlight position and orientation, the
only information transferred from the interface to the digital
system, is supported by a magnetic tracking device with six
degrees of freedom.
7.3 Metaphor projection on the MIME interactive
application
In this section we provide a systematic view of the metaphor
projection in terms of the conceptual model introduced
in Sect. 5 and illustrated in Fig. 3. It results into identify-
ing input, output and contour objects of the interface (the
metaphor source), input and output functions and the pro-
gram in the digital application (metaphor target).
In terms of input objects, two objects are involved in the
installation interface. One is an artifact, the flashlight, whose
relevant attributes are its motion and orientation and a button
to switch it on and off. The second is a position sensor, made
of two parts: the emitting part is used to define its position
and orientation; the receiving part is a separate object.
A structure of the involved input objects has to be pre-
served to ensure a correct behavior: the emitting part of the
sensor is embedded in the artifact itself (the flashlight); the
receiving part of the emitter is neither manipulated nor visi-
ble by the user; it must be within two meters of the emitting
part to properly receive the localization information. From
the semantic point of view, the artifact has to be manipulated
as a regular flashlight.
Finally, concerning the sensor embedded in the flashlight,
the position and orientation attributes of the flashlight are the
sole liable to trigger commands to the application. A change
in position or orientation will result in a message being sent.
Regarding output objects, only one is involved in the con-
sidered setting. It is a device, the video-projector used for
the projection of the environment to explore. It supports the
digital rendering of the building and allows user’s perception
of the current state of the digital application he/she is inter-
acting with. In terms of structure, the video-projector must
be placed so that the resulting projection is perceivable from
the physical space in which the input objects are manipu-
lated. Finally this device and the resulting user’s perception
are only affected when the feedback provided by the com-
puting application is updated in terms of user’s position in
the cladogram.
Considering contour objects, several are included in the
projection affecting the user’s perception, such as the doors at
the entrance of hallways, the windows and the texture mapped
onto walls recalling the museum interiors. Another one is
required to helps the user figure where its actions must be
performed onto the input objects (artifact and sensor): white
strips have been stuck on the floor to approximately material-
ize the place where the flashlight motion is within the sensing
system range.
Looking at the digital domain, four input functions are
offered to turn left/right and to move forward/backward. The
input functions are directly triggered by a change of position
and/or orientation transmitted by the sensor in the flash-
light. These input functions serve to adjust the point of view
on the representation accordingly. This adjustment naturally
requires a computation through the program modules, which
implement a finite state machine. The computing process acts
with respect to the data representing the knowledge related
to the cladogram species, expressed in XML files contain-
ing the structured set of criteria, species and related textual
descriptions and illustrations.
Output functions are activated as a result of the compu-
tation and queries: concretely, they move the actual user
position in the cladogram and compute the 3D representa-
tion to provide feedback related to the current criterion and
species description, and update the display.
We have thus systematically used the different compo-
nents of our conceptual model to describe the metaphor
projection of the case study. Thanks to the links established
between our model and other existing models dedicated to
TUI design and analysis (see Fig. 4), it would be easily fea-
sible to transpose this description into the concepts of one
of the mentioned models. As a result, designers are able to
provide a detailed view focusing on the metaphor projection
and yet effectively taking advantage of knowledge, methods
and properties specific to TUI.
7.4 Metaphor projection evaluation
Let us now evaluate the coherence, coverage and compli-
ance of the metaphor. The projection of the metaphor onto
the interface of this system is an instance of mapping (2)
of Figs. 1 and 5: it relies on the correspondence between the
metaphoric flashlight (metaphor source object) and the phys-
ical device (interface object) setting the gaze of the explorer
(application object data), between the metaphorical repre-
sentation of the building as a maze to explore (metaphor
source object) and the cladogram (application object data)
and between the manipulation of the flashlight by the explorer
(interface action) and the discovery of the cladogram (appli-
cation action function).
7.4.1 Coherence at component level
We analyze this projection’s coherence at the component
level with a reference to the TUI schema of Fig. 4 and
the detailed mapping relations of Fig. 5. First, the mapping
between the metaphor’s objects and the interface items occurs
in two cases:
• in input, the mapping depends on the user’s context.
The flashlight as a metaphoric object can alternatively
be mapped to: (1) the interface physical device used to
set the user point of view in the 3D rendering of the
building representing the cladogram, as if the light beam
were used to progressively disclose the virtual world; (2)
the interface object representing the handle of one of the
doors in the room;
• in output, the cladogram is rendered through a perceiv-
able metaphoric representation as described in Sect. 7.2.1.
These mappings correspond to the relation (2) in Fig. 5.
Second, in our metaphor we have two types of action,
explore and select, which map onto the interface actions
move and point. In the application such interface actions cor-
respond to two functions:
• a move action corresponds to executing a change in the
spatial relations of the digital items;
• a point action corresponds to selecting a digital item for
further processing.
Both actions refer to the relation (4) in Fig. 5.
A more detailed analysis reveals that the relations Ri
between interface actions and objects on one hand and digital
functions and data on the other hand hold as follows:
• moving the flashlight to right/left adjusts the viewing
direction in the digital cladogram accordingly (R1);
• moving the flashlight to the front or back depends of the
activity context: (1) near one of the panels present in a
room, it zooms in and out, thus enabling the user to read
the content of the panel (R2); (2) close to an open hallway,
it brings the visitor inside or outside this part of the digital
cladogram (R3);
• rotating the flashlight along its main axis opens a door
of the cladogram, if the physical action occurs in the
appropriate area, i.e. in front of a closed door (R4).
Hence, four relations have been identified in this metaphor.
In R1 and R2, the flashlight maps to the digital point of view
in the cladogram. In both cases the physical actions involved
are mapped with digital functions. R1 and R2 are properly
derived from the mappings existing between the metaphor’s
objects/digital items and actions/functions, as depicted in
Fig. 5.
Regarding R3, the flashlight still maps to the digital point
of view. Actions performed in these contexts on the flashlight
map to changing the position of the digital point of view.
R3 is again derived from the mappings existing between the
metaphor and its implementation.
R4 involves the flashlight which here corresponds to a
door handle. Rotating the flashlight in this context rotates the
door handle and thus opens the door. R4 also derives from
the correspondence between the flashlight as a metaphoric
object and it’s implementation in the interface as a handle.
According to our definition of coherence, the metaphor
projection is thus coherent.
7.4.2 Coherence at structure level
At the structure level the coherence of the projection of the
metaphor is maintained over all the relations involved in
the metaphor: (1) sequences of moves of the explorer in the
metaphoric building correspond to sequences of steps in the
cladogram; (2) the cladogram is progressively disclosed as
the explorer progressively opens the doors connecting rooms
to the outgoing hallways; (3) the sequence of phylogenetic
criteria which identify a species corresponds to the sequence
of informative panels in the rooms along the path from the
building entrance to the room denoting the species.
7.4.3 Coherence at semantic level
Finally, at the semantic level all the relations between con-
cepts of the interface and the application domain preserve
coherence: (1) the actions performed by the explorer are con-
sistent with his/her role: look, examine, decide and proceed
are applied to the initially unknown building leading to the
discovery of its structure (the building topology) and contents
(the information panels in the rooms); (2) the hierarchical
structure of the building maps to the hierarchical structure
of the cladogram in a one-to-one correspondence both in its
overall topology and in the incremental discoveries made at
each step; (3) the discovery proceeds stepwise by selecting,
in the metaphoric world, one hallway at the time, to which
corresponds one criterion at a time, according to the rules of
cladistics; (4) globally, the exploration maps to the discovery
of the cladogram and of the phylogenetic criteria associated
to living beings.
7.4.4 Coverage
The coverage of the metaphor projection is ample, because
every motion of the flashlight has a correspondence in a dig-
ital action (the simplest being changing the user point of
view). Since the metaphor is a blend, we must evaluate also
the use of the flashlight as a handle. In the proper context, it
activates the only action required, which is to open a door.
The coverage is not complete, strictly speaking, because
some features of the flashlight are not used, and some actions
not related to orienting the flashlight beam do not correspond
to digital functions: for example, pressing the flashlight
switch has no effect. This action could be used, e.g., to turn
on and off the light inside the environment explored, but this
possibility has not been exploited.
7.4.5 Compliance
The metaphor projection is compliant because the actions
taken metaphorically on the flashlight are consistent with
its affordance, considering the flashlight both as a device to
enlighten the environment (suggesting exploration) and to
highlight a detail (pointing at it).
Its use to open doors is, however, beyond the object affor-
dance; while it could be used as a handle—as it is, indeed—its
shape does not suggest such a use; as noted in Sect. 7.2.2, this
association has been chosen for practical reasons, to keep the
interface in a unique device. Experiments with early proto-
types, made with two different objects, a flashlight and a true
handle, resulted in a more complex management of the inter-
action equipment in the museum context, and was evaluated
more clumsy also from a user point of view.
8 Conclusion
Based on a review of the literature, in this paper we have
first synthesized research works focusing on the under-
standing, description, design and evaluation of TUIs and
metaphor in HCI and in reality based interfaces like TUIs.
Although widely addressed in the literature, few results only
are concretely supporting methodologies for the design of
metaphoric interfaces. Little attention is paid to the use and
evaluation of metaphors in specific and advanced forms of
interaction, especially with multimodality, where different
modalities may be related to different metaphors.
Focusing on the field of TUI, we have proposed a concep-
tual framework for evaluating the reification of metaphors
in such systems based on three components. As a first com-
ponent, we have identified the different mappings occurring
between the metaphor source, the metaphor target, the dig-
ital application and its interface with respect to the objects,
actions, data and functions involved. As a second component
we have drawn a parallel between the concepts expressed in
design models for TUI at one hand and the mapping between
source and target domains of a metaphor at the other end.
This resulted in a conceptual model which highlights the
components involved in a tangible user interface and their
relations to a metaphor. We have then explored and detailed
three properties for a systematic evaluation of TUI metaphors
reification: coherence, coverage and compliance. This con-
ceptual framework, first illustrated on a simple metaphorical
interface to an image query system, has been assessed accord-
ing to its descriptive, evaluative and generative powers, and
used to analyze a more complex case study in an educational
context.
The conceptual framework proposed in this paper extends
the current research on metaphors as it explicitly addresses
their projection onto TUIs, while the models discussed in the
literature are dedicated to the design of TUIs and to their
specificities. This is an original approach to the analysis of
metaphor for which the conceptual framework we presented
in the paper provides a specific support. In addition, estab-
lishing a link between TUI models of the literature and the
model included in our framework allows to keep the speci-
ficities and benefits of each approach, and supports switching
from one design resource to another and to the metaphor reifi-
cation evaluation.
In addition, other metaphor properties considered in the
literature, such as appropriateness, consistency, suitability,
affordance of interaction devices, goodness or even richness
could be positioned with regards to our framework, in partic-
ular thank to the overview provided by Fig. 1 on the relations
between a metaphor and an application, and refinements pro-
posed by our framework on links 2 and 4. As a result, this
work provides a supportive help for reasoning about the use,
presence and design of metaphors in advanced interfaces.
As a future work, we think it is necessary to integrate
metaphor evaluation with usability considerations: more
specifically, there is a need to identify the contexts in
which ensuring a coherent, largely covering and compli-
ant metaphor implementation promotes the adequacy of the
metaphor with the user’s activity. In such a way the activity
associated to usability evaluation will also be the basis for
an experimental verification of the validity of our framework
on a meaningful number of case studies. Finally, a defini-
tion of the relations between a tangible user interface (and,
more generally, an interface) and the subsumed metaphor in
a formal language would favor the automatic verification of
interactive systems.
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